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The crystals studied were obtained by one of the
authors from the Mining Museum at the Leningrad Insti-
tute of Mining, which received the mineral under the name
"chilgardite" from E. I. Nefedov. Studies of single-crys-
tal specimens with a roentgen meter, however, showed
that they were not chilgarditel but a triclinic modification,2
probably coinciding with the earlier described tyretskite
(Refs. 3, 4).

An interesting crystallographic characteristic of
triclinic chilgardite (that is the name we use at present
for this mineral) was established with a CAD-4F auto-
matic x-ray diffractometer manufactured by Enraf-
Novius2: It is possible to select in it two sets of four unit
cells which are very much alike. The smallest dimen-
sions of the axes and the unique pseudoorthogonal sym-
metry axis (for lattice vectors) along the c axis are given
in a tabular arrangement in Ref. 2: a = 6.463, b = 6.564,
c = 6.302 A, a = 61'38', {3= 118"46', i' = 10~47', V = 205.8
A3. The unit cell contains one unit of C~BiP8(OHhCI
(Refs. 1, 5), and the space group could only be Pl.

The parameters of the tyretskite cell, according to
the data of V. V. Kondrat'eva,4 are in the arrangement2:
a = 6.44, b = 6.45, c

'"
6.41 A, a = 61'46', {3= 119"45', i' =

10(;030', V", 203.2 1..3. To resolve the question of whether
triclinic chilgardite is identical with tyretskite, the cell
parameters of the latter must be redetermined precisely
and the H20 and CI content in them must be refined. Let
us add that a paper6 by P. N. Sokolov on a Soviet find of
chilgardite contains information about the results of chem-
ical analysis and optical studies on specimens; the mineral
Sokolov found could equally well be triclinic chilgardite be-
cause the symmetry of the small crystals was not deter-
mined in his paper.6

Colorless, flattened and wedge-shaped small crystals
were the object of our study. A three-dimensional body
of x:'ray reflections (3380 nonzero Fhkl' taken in the in-

terval1° :S () :S 4~) was obtained for one of them on a
CAD-4F diffractometer. No absorption correction was
introduced because of the irregular form of the wedge-

FIG. 1. Projection of structUre of triclinic chilgardite along c axis: a) boron-
oxide skeleton; b) layer of Ca polyhedra. The numbers are the numbers of
oxygen atoms. Dashed lines indicate the hydrogen bonds 0- H ... CI.

TABLE 1. Coa:dinates of Basal Atoms of the Structure of Triclinic Chilgardite Ca2[BsOg]CI.

~O

Note: Two asterisks denote 0 atoms in ~O groups.
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Bl-O, 1.460 (Calo+c, ClLJ,c,B.') B,.-O. 1. 425 (Caz, B., Cal) B.-O. 1.435 (Cah Ca., B.)

O. 1.461 (Cal a+c, B:v O. 1.436 (Cala+c, Bl) O. 1.468 (Cab B,~

O. 1.478 (Caz, B.) O. 1.494 (Ca. a, B.a) 0.-< 1.470 (Ca.a, Caz, B.-<)

O. 1.493 (Cal, B.) 0,-1> 1.534 (CazC-b, B.-b) 010-1> 1.500 (Ca.-I>, B.-b)

Average 1.473 Average 1.472 Average 1. 468
0.-0. 2.351 [Cala+c] 0.-0. 2.347 0.-0. 2.336 [Cail
0.-0. 2.385 0,-0. 2.391 O.-c-O. 2.368 [Ca.]
0.-0, 2.406 O._O,-b 2.399 0.-0'0 -b 2.406
0.-0, 2.422 O,_O,-b 2.400 O.-c-O. 2.420
0,.-0. 2.429 O,-b_O. 2.420 08-0.. -b 2.423
0.-0, 2.439 0,-08 2.4.)0 O,-C_O.o-b 2.431
Average2.405 Average 2,401 Average; 2.397

TABLE II. Interatomic Distances in StructUre of Triclinic Chilgardite, A

B tetrahedra

Ca polyhedra B triangles

Ca.-Cl-b
.0.
o -a-c,
O.
01..
O.-a
O.-a-c
O.

Ca.-010-a-b

2 .764 (Ca. -a-b)

2.384 (B., B.-<)

2.410 (Bl-a-<, B.-o-c)
2.418 (B.. B.)

2.492 (Ca.)

2.560 (B.-a, B.)

2.599 (Ca.-a. B.-a-,. B3-a)
2.830 (Ca., B., B.)

3.19

Caz-Cla
O,-c

O.
O.

0'0
O.-c
01..

Ca.-O. b-c

2.784 (Ca,a+b)

2.430 (B.b-<, B.-<)

2.471 (Ca., B.. B,)
2.507 (B" B,)

2.507 (B.b, B,) .
2.517 (Ca,a, B,-c, B.)
2,;;27 (Cal)

3.13

B._O.C
B._O.-a

B.-O.
O._O.-a

0,-0. C

0.-0_0.'

1.351 (Ca,C, B.c)

1.365 (Cal' B.-o)

1.372 (Ca,. B,)

2.296 [Ca,l

2.370

2.407

B,-O. 1.357 (Ca., B,)
B,-O, 1.361 (Ca.c, B.b)
B,-O.. 1.396 (Ca.. B.b)
0.-0.. 2.283 [Caz]
0,-0'0 2.406
0.--0, 2.421

Note: 1. The rest of the cations bound to a given anion are given in parentheses and bound to two anions, in I:uckeu. 2. Indices! a, ! h. and
f c indicate atoms displaced with respect to the basal atom by the corresponding translation. 3. Two asterisks denote 0 atoms in ~O groups.

The remaining Ca-O exceed 3.4 A

TABLE Ill. B- B, B-Ca, and Ca -Ca DistancesParticipating in Formationof Cat-
ion Polyhedra around Anions

B.-B, 2.447 (0.\
B.-B,' 2.474 (0.)
Bl-B, 2.493 (0,)
B,_B.-c 2.393 (0.)
B._B,-b 2.411 (O,-b)
'B,_B,-b 2.513 (Ow-b)

B.-B, 2.516 (0,)
B.-B.a 2.596 (0.)
B,-B, 2.601 (02)

B,-Ca. 2.921 (0.,0.-<) B.-Cala+C 3.605 (0,)

B.-Ca, 2.970 (0.-0. 03) B.-Ca. 3.628 (0.)
B,-Ca. 2.993 (0.. 0,0) B.-Cal 3.692 (0,)
B._Ca.a+c 3.025 (0" 0.) B,-Ca.c 3.702 (0.)

B,-Ca, 3.175 (0.. 0.) B.-Ca.a 3.779 (0.)

B.-Ca,a 3.357 (O,-c) Bs-Ca,-b 3.812 (O..-b)
B._Ca.-b+c 3.383 (07) B.-Ca. 3.849 (0.)

B.-Caz 3.436 (0.) Ca,-Ca, 4.060 (0"',0.)

B,-Ca/ 3.473 (0,) Ca,-Ca.-a-l> 4.085 (Cl-b)
B,-Ca,c 3.475 (O.c) Ca,-Ca.-o 4.321 (0.-0-<)

~ Anions coordinated by the given pair of cations are given in parentheses.

with a subsequent series of syntheses of the electron
density and was refined by the least-squares method ac-
cording to the "Kristall" program. Taking account of the
individual anisotropic thermal constants we have from all
reflections Rhkl = 7.47%, and with allowance for the iso-
tropic constants, Rhkl = 10.50%. The atomic parameters
of the chilgardite structure are given in Table I, and the
principal interatomic distances, calculated on the basis
of these coordinates, are given in Tables II and III.

The details of the structure of triclinic chilgardite
are' illustrated in Fig. 1. The boron and oxygen atoms
form a three-dimensional boron-oxide skeleton whose
elementary link consists of three B04_ tetrahedra and
two B03_ triangles. The boron-oxide tetrahedra are
linked by their vertices to form infinite chains extending
along the c axis and joined by boron-oxide triangles.

FIG. 2. Coordination polyhedra around Ca atoms: a) Ca, eight-cornered
figures; b) Ca2 seven-cornered figures.

shaped crystals. The structure was found on the basis
of analysis of the three-dimensional Patterson function
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The large voids in the boron-oxide skeleton contain
Ca polyhedra of two kinds: C3:! seven-cornered figures
and C~ eight-cornered figures (Fig. 2). They are con-
nected in pairs by the 01-08 edge (Fig. 1b). Individual
pairs are connected by common vertices (04 and CI) into
layers parallel to xy. One of the common vertices of the
C3:! polyhedron is not bound to the boron-oxide skeleton
(07*) and on the basis2 of the valence balance was identified
as an H20 molecule. Its H atoms effect hydrogen bonds of
the type O-H ... C1 (01-H... Cl= 3.186 A and 0t-H...
CI = 3.332 A),which combine the discrete Ca layers togeth-
er with the boron-oxide skeleton into a single structure.

As a result of the structural determination C3:!.
[B3tBl~{)9JCI. H20 should be considered to be the ex-
panded chemical formula for triclinic chilgardite as dis-
tinct from C3:![B508(OHhJCI for monoclinic chilgardite.1,5

The mean interatomic B-O distances in boron-oxide
triangles and tetrahedra are 1.363, 1.371 A and, respec-
tively, 1.473, 1.472, and 1.468 A, and the 0-0 distances
in the triangles are 2.358 and 2.370, In the elementary
link [B3tB2~09J3- of the boron-oxide skeleton the B-B
distances lie within the limits 2.39-2.60 Aand average
2.471 A for the tetrahedron-tetrahedron distances and
2.505 Afor the tetrahedron-triangle distances. The Ca
cations are each bound to one C1 atom and by means
of quite short bonds to six

°
atoms (within the limits

2.38-2.60 A), which corresponds to seven-fold coordina-
tion. The coordination sphere f~r Ca1 has one more weak-
ly bound atom 08 (Ca-08 = 2.83A), which complements
the seven-fold coordination of C~ to eight-fold coordina-
tion. The 0-0 distances in the Ca polyhedra are indicated
in Fig. 2.

Six of the nine oxygen atoms are coordinated by three
cations, Bt, B~, and Ca; the four-fold neighborhoods of
2Bt and 2Ca have only 04 and 08; moreover, the group 05
could be conditionally incorporated into this group if the
eighth distance C3:!-05b-c = 3.13 A is taken into account
for it. The B-Ca distances are divided into two groups.
The fJrst (within the limits 2.92-3.17 with an average of
3.02 A) comprises Ca-B vectors each coordinating two
anions; the second group comprises (within the limits
3.36-3.85 Awith an average of 3.60 A) Ca-B vectors
entering the cation polyhedron around one anion. The
Ca-Ca vectors forming the coordination cation polyhedra
lie within the narrow limits 4.06-4.32 A, with the re-
maining Ca-Ca vectors exceeding 5 A. The structure
has no OH groups since all the atoms around Bt and B~
are divided between the two B.

The authors express their profound gratitude to D. P.
Grigor' ev, V. D. Kolomensk, and V. A. Litvinenko for sup-
plying the specimens and to Z. P. R azmanova for her as-
sistance in preparing the paper for publication.
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According to repeatedly verified data of x-ray struc-
tural analysis2 potassium bichromate crystals fall into the
pinacoidal class. A manifestation of a "real" influence of
the asymmetry of these crystals (Fig. 1), the existence
of a fast-growing smooth small (001) face along with a
slow-growing structure - large (001) face, has hitherto
been inadequately explained. It is acknowledged5 that the
asymmetric growth of triclinic 0!-K2Cr207 is caused by
interference from another metastable modification, mono-
clinic i3-~Cr207' Structural stacks of triclinic potas-
sium bichromate, in contrast to the monoclinic modifica-
tion, are rotated about the c axis by 90° with respect to
each other. One or more stacking faults consolidate a
block of {3form on the face of the third pinacoid and the
polarity of the 0!-K2Cr207 thus becomes undetectable by
x-ray analysis.!) It is appropriate to note that crystals
of the compounds (isostructural i3-~Cr207) (NH4hCr207

and K2S207 also fall into the centrally-symmetric class
21m (Refs. 3, 4).

If both modifications of potassium bichromate are
centrosymmetric, then what causes the actual polar growth
of 0!-K2Cr07 crystals? The causes should be sought not in
the nature of the crystalt but in the conditions of its growth.

The present authors formulated the problem: 1) by
morphological methods verify the categorical assertion
that symmetry centers exist in 0!-K2Cr207 crystals and at
the same time obtain (NH4hCr207 and K2S207 crystals
under similar conditions and verify the data of x-ray
structural analysis on their centro symmetric character;
2) choose conditions for growing potassium bichromate
crystals with a distinct symmetry center.

Etch figures appear when 0!-K2Cr207 crystals are
immersed for several seconds first in distilled water and
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